Abstract-This paper proposes a novel approach to combinatorial test generation, which achieves an increase of not only the number of new combinations but also the distance between test cases. We applied our distance-integrated approach to a stateof-the-art greedy algorithm for traditional combinatorial test generation by using two distance metrics, Hamming distance, and a modified chi-square distance. Experimental results using numerous benchmark models show that combinatorial test suites generated by our approach using both distance metrics can improve interaction coverage for higher interaction strengths with low computational overhead.
I. Introduction
Testing is an activity to ensure the reliability of systems by actually executing the system against a certain set of test cases, called a test suite. In practice, resources for testing are limited, and exhaustive testing is almost always infeasible. Therefore, as a measure to select appropriate test cases, the notion of coverage criterion has been widely used; it is sometimes even required by safety standards, as in the automotive [2] and avionics [1] industries. Hence, one of the central research objectives in software testing is to develop test case generation techniques to comply various coverage criteria.
Combinatorial t-way testing [28] , [34] -here t is a small number called the interaction strength-is a well-known black-box testing technique based on a coverage criterion called t-way coverage, which measures how many of the all possible interactions of t parameters are tested. Based on the observation that most system failures are caused by only a few parameters [30] , [42] , t-way testing aims at ensuring the quality of software testing by stipulating to test all t-way parameter interactions at least once. In principle, by t-way testing one can detect any defects triggered by the interaction of up to t parameters. Various algorithms [5] , [16] , [19] for generating small t-way test suites (i. e., a test suite that ensures 100 % t-way coverage) have been developed so far.
Two same-sized t-way test suites may have different t -way coverage for t > t. For example, 2-way test suites T 1 in Table III and T 2 in Table IV have different 3-way coverage: 69.81 % for T 1 and 73.58 % for T 2 . In the real world, the size of test suites is often limited by budget; it may happen that 3-way testing is not admissible. Hence, a test suite with full t-way coverage and higher t -way coverage can potentially detect more failures with higher interaction strength t [9] .
To our knowledge, Chen and Zhang [9] proposed the only method to tackle this problem. Their approach, which we call the Enumerating Choice (EC) approach in this paper, takes a t-way test suite as input and replaces "don't-care" parametervalues (that do not affect t-way coverage) with values that cover as many (t + 1)-tuples of parameter-values as possible. This technique indeed improves (t + 1)-way coverage but at the expense of a high computation overhead; the number of t-way tuples increases exponentially w. r. t. strength t.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach which generates t-way test suites and at the same time achieves higher t (> t)-way coverage. In order to improve t -way coverage at a reasonable computational overhead, we do not directly enumerate tway tuples; instead, based on the observation in Adaptive Random Testing (ART) [11] , [10] , which integrates the notion of distance into random testing, we propose Distance-Integrated COmbinatorial Testing (DICOT) . As in traditional greedy tway test suite generation algorithms, DICOT generates test cases to cover as many t-way parameter-value combinations as possible, but it further tries to maximize the distance between test cases.
As the distance metric, we first investigate Hamming distance [22] , a traditional metric that has been already used in existing testing approaches [8] , [33] . Since the computation time of Hamming distance is quadratic in the length of the input, we also investigate a modified chi-square distance [35] to improve efficiency, as its computation cost is linear.
The question is whether considering distance can improve t (≥ t)-way coverage or not. To experimentally investigate this question, we implemented DICOT in a greedy t-way test generation algorithm based on PICT [16] . Through experiments on numerous benchmarks including large-sized real applications from literatures [19] , [38] , we observe that DICOT achieves higher t (≥ t)-way coverage compared to our implementation of the ART algorithm [10] , and with lower computation overhead compared to our implementation of the EC approach [9] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes preliminaries. Section III presents our approach DICOT. Section IV shows experimental results. Section V describes related work and Section VI concludes. 
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II. Preliminaries
A. Combinatorial t-way testing
A system under test (SUT) for combinatorial testing (CT) is modeled from parameters whose associated value domains are finite. For instance, the SUT model shown in Table I Many algorithms to efficiently construct small t-way test suites have been proposed so far. Approaches to generate tway test suites for SUT models with constraints include greedy algorithms (e. g., AETG [15] , PICT [16] and ACTS [4] ), heuristic search (e. g., CASA [19] , HHSA [26] , and TCA [32] ), and SAT-based approaches (e. g., Calot [41] ).
In this paper, we are also interested in t -tuples with t > t, where not all possible t -tuples are covered. The coverage of possible t -tuples is called t -way coverage.
Definition 3 (t-way coverage). t-way coverage, denoted by C t (T , S), of a test suite T for an SUT model S is defined as

Number of t-tuples of parameter-values covered by T Number of all possible t-tuples of parameter-values in S .
To evaluate coverage growth (i. e., how quickly a test suite obtains t-way coverage), we also use the metric called APCC (Average Percentage of Covering-array Coverage) [36] , which measures the area under the curve when t-way coverage is on the y-axis and the index of test cases is on the x-axis; higher APCC implies faster growth of and higher t-way coverage.
Definition 4 (APCC [36] 
B. t-way testing with higher t (> t)-way coverage
Chen and Zhang [9] proposed a metric for t-way testing called tuple density, which is defined as the (t + 1)-way coverage plus t. Metrics of t (> t)-way coverage of t-way test suites, like tuple density, are important [28] , [29] , [37] because they distinguish between two t-way test suites with the same t-way coverage from the viewpoint of higher interaction strengths.
Chen and Zhang [9] also proposed a technique to construct t-way test suites with higher tuple density (or equivalently, higher (t+1)-way coverage). Their technique works as follows: Given a t-way test suite, it detects "don't-care" values, which are parameter-values of a test case whose assignment does not contribute to the coverage of more t-tuples; then, it computes all the yet-uncovered (t+1)-tuples and replaces each don't-care value with another value that covers as many new (t+1)-tuples as possible. Although their approach simply improves a t-way test suite on (t + 1)-way coverage, its limitation is that computing all the t -tuples with higher interaction strength t is expensive since the number of such t -tuples increases exponentially with respect to t .
III. Distance-integrated Combinatorial Test Generation
In this section, we introduce our approach for generating t-way test suites with higher t (> t)-way coverage.
A. Proposed Approach: DICOT
The key concept of our approach is increasing distance among test cases when generating t-way test suites. Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo code of our algorithm, which we call DICOT (Distance-Integrated COmbinatorial Testing).
Traditional one-test-at-a-time t-way testing algorithms [7] commonly determine each test case (or parameter-value) to cover as many yet uncovered parameter-value t-tuples as possible (Line 3), until all possible parameter-value t-tuples are covered (Line 2). DICOT uses a distance between test cases as a tie breaker when there exist test case candidates (or parameter-value assignment candidates) with the same score; it chooses one that maximizes the distance from previous test cases (Line 4). We will explain the distance metrics we use in Section III-B.
DICOT can generalize existing t-way test generation algorithms by integrating their original test selection strategy and our distance strategy. For instance, AETG [14] (resp. Huang's method [25] ) constructs each test case for pairwise testing by first generating r different candidate test cases using a greedy algorithm (resp. randomly) and choosing one that covers the most new parameter-value pairs. DICOT can be easily applied to such algorithms in a way of among r candidate test cases, choosing the one with not only the most new pairs but also the maximum distance.
DICOT can also employ a lot of state-of-the-art t-way test generation algorithms, e. g., PICT [16] , ACTS [31] , and CASA [19] , that do not generate test case candidates but have tie-breakable choices in parameter-value assignments for test case generation. DICOT provides a tie breaker rule of maximizing distance between test cases for the existing tools.
The concept of DICOT, i. e. increasing the distance among test cases, can also be used for prioritizing (sorting) a given Find test case candidates that maximize the number of parameter-value t-tuples in UC CT strategy ;
4
Choose tc among the candidates that maximizes the distance from previous test cases Distance strategy ;
5
Add tc to T ; Remove parameter-value t-tuples covered by tc from UC;
t-way test suite while we focus on using this concept in generating a t-way test suite in this paper.
B. Distance Metrics
We use two metrics, (1) the minimum Hamming distance and (2) a modified chi-square distance, to define the distance between a test case and previous test cases. The minimum Hamming distance is used in distance-based testing [8] , and we adopt it. On the other hand, through our knowledge, the use of chi-square distance [35] for test generation is new and motivated for improving efficiency.
1) Minimum Hamming Distance: As the first distance metric, we use the traditional Hamming distance [22] . The Hamming distance between two test cases is the number of parameters whose values are different in test cases. The minimum Hamming distance of a test case and another test suite is the minimum value of Hamming distance between the test case and a test case in the test suite.
Definition 5 (Minimum Hamming Distance). The Minimum Hamming distance, denoted by HD(t, T ), of a test case t from a test suite T is defined by HD(t, T ) = min t j ∈T d(t, t j ) where d(t i , t j ) denotes the Hamming distance between the test cases t i and t j , which is the number of parameters assigned different values in test cases t i and t j .
For example, the minimum Hamming distance of t 3 from previous test cases in T 2 is computed by HD(t 3 , {t 1 , t 2 }) = 
Maximizing the minimum Hamming distance for a new test case was also used in adaptive distance-based testing [8] . On the other hand, antirandom testing [33] adopted maximizing the total Hamming distance for a new test case. We internally compared using the minimal, maximal, and total Hamming distance, and concluded that maximizing the distance between test cases on the minimum Hamming distance achieves higher interaction coverage compared to maximizing that on the maximum Hamming distance and the total Hamming distance. The cost of computing this metric in generating a test suite T is O(|T | 2 ). 2) Chi-square Distance: For the second distance metric, we modify the well-known χ 2 -divergence [35] . In order to spread parameter-values as much as possible, we assume that in an ideal situation, the number of occurrences of a value for each parameter is identical in a test suite. Under this assumption, we define the distance of a test case from a test suite by the difference between the probability distribution for parameter value occurrences when the test case is added to the test suite and the ideal probability distribution.
Employing the distance of probability distributions reduces computational overhead since we can avoid calculating the distance of a test case with all the previous test cases one by one; instead, we calculate the distance of a new distribution after adding a test case to the previous distribution.
We choose χ 2 -divergence to simply measure the difference of probability distributions. 1 We define χ 2 -divergence between probability distributions for value occurrences U of test suites T and T by
where u v (resp. u v ) is the occurrence probability for each parameter-value v in the test suite T (resp. T ). Using the above χ 2 -divergence, we define the following modified chisquare distance as the distance between test cases. Definition 6 (Modified Chi-square Distance). We define the modified chi-square distance, denoted by CD(t, T ), of a test case t from a test suite T on a given SUT model by
where
• U(T ∪ {t}) denotes the probability distribution for value occurrences of the test suite T ∪ {t}, 1 To measure the divergence of probability distributions, we can also use other metrics [18] , e. g., Kullback-Leibler divergence and Jensen-Shannon divergence, instead of chi-square distance. 
For example, the maximum χ 2 -divergence for our example SUT model in Table I is M = Table VI .
The ideal value of χ 2 -divergence is 0 and thus the ideal value of the modified chi-square distance is M, the maximum value of χ 2 -divergence, by definition. Maximizing the modified chi-square distance (corresponding to minimizing χ 2 -divergence) for a new test case makes value occurrences of a generated test suite close to having the ideal parameter-value divergence.
The cost of computing the modified chi-square distance in generating a test suite T is O(|T |). Thus, using the modified chi-square distance reduces the computational overhead of our distance strategy.
C. DICOT on an Ideal CT Generation: A Case Study
We first illustrate DICOT using the ideal t-way test generation, i. e., repeatedly choosing the best test cases among all possible test case candidates (w. r. t. newly covered tuples or distances). A more feasible setting is considered in the next section. We compare the following four approaches for our example SUT model to reveal the influence of using different measures for the test case distance.
• X : Generate a test case to maximize the number of new parameter-value t-tuples, denoted by P + t (tc), not considering distances nor the (t+1)-way coverage. This is the basic form of the traditional one-test-at-a-time t-way test generation.
• DI X (ours): After generating r test case candidates that maximize P + t (tc) (Line 3 in Algorithm 1), choose the one with the maximum distance (Line 4 in Algorithm 1).
• CI X : After generating r test case candidates that maximize P + t (tc), choose the one with the minimum distance.
• D: Generate a test case with the maximum distance from the previous test suite, not considering P
Note that X, DI X , and D employ the concept of the traditional CT generation, that of our DICOT, and that of test generation focusing on only the distance. Hereafter, we call the distancefocused testing approaches, e. g., D and ART, DT.
For the case study, we implemented all the four algorithms in Python. We encoded the problem of finding a test case candidate that maximizes P + t (tc) to a pseudo-Boolean optimization (PBO) problem, and resolve this using an existing PBO solver, Sat4j [44] . (Zhang et al. [43] proposed a similar approach of one-test-at-a-time CT generation using PBO.) Sat4j is also used to find a test case with the maximum distance from the previous test suite for approach D.
Consider the example SUT model in Table I and t = 2. Figure 1 illustrates a t- Table IV is generated by DI X .
Conversely to our approach, CI X chooses a test case with the minimum distance among test case candidates. T 1 in Table III is generated by CI X for our example model. We can see that T 2 by our DI X and T 3 by CI X are the same-sized pairwise test suites, but DI X achieves better 3-way coverage compared to CI X : 73.58 % for T 2 and 69.81 % for T 1 , which is a relative improvement of 5.4 %.
On the other hand, approach X represents a typical CT construction that does not consider the distance; it corresponds to selecting a test case with a random distance. This means that in the worst case, X corresponds to CI X . For our running example, X generates the same test suite T 1 as CI X does, and hence DI X obtains better 3-way coverage compared to X.
Conversely, approach D generates test cases where not P + t but only the test case distance is considered. For example, T 3 in Table V is generated by D when its termination condition is the number of test cases (11) . We see that our DI X achieves both higher 2-way and 3-way coverages compared to D.
As a result of this case study, we observe that DICOT has the ability to improve interaction coverage with higher interaction strength compared to the approach considering only combinatorial coverage or only distances. We present more experimental results and an analysis of the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach using large benchmark SUT models in Section IV.
D. DICOT on a Greedy CT Generation
Since the ideal combinatorial test generation strategy is not scalable for large SUT models, in this section we integrate our approach DICOT into an existing greedy t-way test generation algorithm. As explained in Section III-A, DICOT can also employ other state-of-the-art t-way test generation algorithms, which obtain as many uncovered parameter-value combinations as possible in various heuristic and greedy ways. Algorithm 2, which we call DC, describes the pseudo code of the proposed algorithm which applies DICOT to a pairwise test generation algorithm that is based on the combinatorial test generation strategy by PICT [16] .
In the original PICT algorithm, for each test case, first a parameter pair that has the most uncovered possible parametervalue pairs is selected, and one of the parameter-value pairs of the parameter pair is assigned. Next, a parameter pair is assigned one by one to cover the most uncovered parametervalue pairs until all parameters of the test case are assigned.
In DC, when assigning each parameter-value pair, we choose the one that not only covers the most uncovered parameter-value pairs but also maximizes the distance from previous test cases (Lines 6 and 11). When there exist no more uncovered parameter-value pairs that can be assigned to a parameter pair, the original PICT algorithm assigns any already-covered parameter-value pair, but we assign a parameter-value pair that maximizes the distance (Line 15).
IV. Experiments and Results
A. Research Questions
We set up the following four research questions to investigate the effectiveness and the efficiency of our approach.
RQ1. Compared with the traditional t-way test generation, can DICOT deliver higher t -way coverage with higher interaction strength t (> t)? If so, how big are the improvement and computational overhead? RQ2. Compared with the Enumerating Choice (EC) approach, how effective and efficient is DICOT w. r. t. t (> t)-way coverage and computational overhead? RQ3. Compared with the DT approach, how effective and efficient is DICOT w. r. t. the t-way test suite size and t (> t)-way coverage? RQ4. How different is the performance when using Hamming distance and chi-square distance as a distance metric in DICOT? DICOT employs another approach for the same purpose of EC and integrates the concept of DT into traditional t-way test generation. We thus explore RQ1-RQ3 to compare DICOT with the traditional t-way test generation, EC, and DT. We also compare two distance metrics used in DICOT by RQ4.
B. Experimental Setting
In order to answer the above research questions, we implemented the following five methods in C:
• CT: A PICT-based pairwise test generation algorithm.
• DC CD : The proposed algorithm DC (Algorithm 2) using the modified chi-square distance.
• DC HD : The proposed algorithm DC (Algorithm 2) using the minimum Hamming distance.
• EC (improved): The original algorithm of Chen and Zhang [9] does not support constraints, since "don't-care" analysis under constraints becomes a hard computational problem. We avoid this problem by integrating the idea of Chen and Zhang into the PICT-based algorithm. The new algorithm, which we call just EC later on, constructs test cases as in CT and additionally tries to increase the number of newly covered 3-tuples of parameter-values. This means that it chooses a parameter-value pair that maximizes P + 3 among candidates in lines 6, 11, and 15 of Algorithm 2.
• DT: The FSCS-ART-based algorithm [11] that for each test case, first randomly generates a fixed number, r, of test case candidates satisfying SUT constraints and next among the r test case candidates, chooses one with the maximum over all minimal Hamming distances to previous test cases. We implemented CT by ourselves based on the description of PICT's algorithm [16] , since its original implementation
was not yet open at the time of our implementation.
2 Unfortunately, from that description, we could not figure out how constraints are handled in PICT. Our implementation 2 PICT is now open at https://github.com/microsoft/pict as of 2015-10-16. naively uses a SAT solver to check if each assignment in test generation satisfies constraints, 3 and is slower than the original PICT, when SUT constraints are considered. For a fair comparison, our naive constraints handling is adopted in the same way for all the five methods. To evaluate the computation overhead, we also use benchmarks where SUT constraints are disregarded. For DT, we set r = 10, use the random number generator of the standard C library, and take the average value of 20 runs. 4 For evaluation of t -way coverage, we also implemented a program to calculate t -way coverage and APCC for a given SUT model with constraints.
As benchmarks, we collected 55 SUT models. 20 of the models, which are from the work by Segall et al. [38] , are for real-life applications for such as banking, health care, and insurance. The other 35 models, which are from the work by Garvin et al. [19] , include five models for real applications: spins, spinv, apache, gcc, and bugzilla, and large artificial models whose numbers of parameters are up to around 200. (See Table VIII in Appendix, which shows the size and the numbers of possible pairs and 3-tuples of parameter-values for each benchmark SUT model.)
For the benchmark models, we generated 2-way (i. e., pairwise) test suites by the five methods, and measured their 3-way and 4-way coverages and the corresponding APCCs. We also evaluate the size of the generated test suite, i. e., the number of test cases (denoted by |T |), and the test generation time. The sizes of test suites differ depending on the method. For a fair comparison, we investigate t-way coverage (2 ≤ t ≤ 4) of the same sized test suites, each of which is achieved by the first m test cases, where m is the minimum size of the test suites generated by the five methods.
Experiments were performed using a computer with QuadCore Intel Xeon E5 3.7GHz, with 64GB memory running on Mac OS 10.10.5.
C. Results
Table VII summarizes the averages of results, 5 test suite sizes, test generation times, and t-way coverage (C t ) and APCC (A t ) with 2 ≤ t ≤ 4, for all models. Note that we compare C t and A t of the truncated test suites with the same size, so that less than 100 % C 2 appears in the table. In addition, the table reports the results for models without constraints, i. e., models with their constraints removed.
For 17 models with constraints (and 13 models without constraints), EC could not finish generating test suites in an hour. CT, DC CD , DC HD , and DT can generate test suites for all models, but we could not finish computing 4-way coverage of test suites for 15 models with constraints (and two models without constraints) in one hour. The number of such cases is shown as "NAs" in the table. We report the average, denoted by μ all , 6 for each of the four evaluation metrics by each of the five methods. There are cases where EC could not generate a test suite and cases where we could not compute 4-way coverage for all methods. Hence we also show the average, denoted by μ sub , of results for the subset of models, denoted by sub, that all the five methods could handle. We also report the number of "Wins", i. e., how often the method obtains the best result among others. Ties are counted as a win for all tied methods. Figure 2 presents the box plots for the results of C t and APCC t with 2 ≤ t ≤ 4 by CT, DC CD , DC HD , EC, and DT for all models. Figure 3 presents the box plots for test suite sizes and test generation times for all models, and also for the models where all constraints are removed. Each box plot shows the mean (triangle in the box), median (thick horizontal line), the first/third quartiles (hinges), and highest/lowest values within 1.5 × the inter-quartile range of the hinge (whiskers). "Wins" and "NAs" for each method are also attached to the box plot.
RQ1. Can DICOT deliver higher t (> t)-way coverage?
If so, how big is the improvement and the computational overhead, compared with traditional t-way test generation? Ans. Yes. We observe that DICOT improves 3-way and 4-way coverage over traditional 2-way test generation CT which does not consider distances or the higher-way coverage. Compared to CT, the test suites by DICOT also achieve higher APCC, i. e., can quickly obtain higher t- 6 We use the geometric mean to avoid emphasizing larger benchmarks over smaller ones, which would be the case with the arithmetic mean.
way coverage for all 2 ≤ t ≤ 4 with small computation overhead.
From Figure 2 and Figure 3 , we conclude that both DC HD and DC CD obtain higher 3-way and 4-way coverage compared to CT while the sizes of test suites are not significantly affected. In detail, Table VII shows that our DC HD (resp. DC CD ) improves 3-way coverage by 5.26 % (resp. 3.74 %), APCC for t = 3 by 7.74 % (resp. 6.45 %), 4-way coverage by 10.94 % (resp. 7.14 %), and APCC for t = 4 by 16.38 % (resp. 11.97 %) over CT on average for the given benchmarks. This improvement is not minor; for example, for benchmark Apache, 3-way coverage over CT is improved by 4.69 % and 2.58 %, resp., using DC HD and DC CD , which indicates that they cover 347,053 and 190,750 more 3-tuples of parametervalues compared to CT in the first 34 test cases. We confirmed that the improvements by DC HD and DC CD over CT for 3-way and 4-way coverage are all significant with p < 0.01 by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [40] .
As for the sizes of test suites, DC HD and DC CD generated 0.63 and 1.44 more test cases than CT in average, but the tendency is unclear as sometimes (e. g., benchmarks 9 and 18) DC HD generates smaller test suites than CT. Experimental results show the efficiency of our approach DC HD and DC CD compared to EC. We observe that EC achieves slightly higher 3-way and 4-way coverage compared to DC HD and DC CD , but requires much longer test generation time. For the models that EC could handle, EC improves 3-way coverage by 6.31 % (DC HD by 5.52 %) and 4-way coverage by 11.48 % (DC HD by 10.91 %) over CT. However, EC could not finish test generation for 17 (resp. 13) models among the 55 models with (resp. without) constraints in an hour. In addition, the test generation time for sub with (resp. without) constraints for EC was more than 11 (resp. 18) times of those for DC HD and DC CD on average. From Table VII and Figure 2 , we observe that our approach achieves higher t-way coverage and APCC for t = 2 and 3 compared to DT. For t = 4, DC HD obtains higher 4-way coverage and APCC but DC CD obtains lower ones. In detail, DT improves the 3-way coverage by 3 
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D. Threats to Validity
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach, we compared the overhead of computing distance for DICOT and that of enumerating (t + 1)-tuples of parameter-values newly covered for EC. In our implementation, each assignment is checked using a SAT solver, and it could take considerable time for large models. One might suspect that the difference of test generation times by DICOT and EC shown in the experimental results could be smaller if constraint checking was not time-consuming.
To assess the validity, we also showed the experimental results for models without constraints. From the results, we can see that the difference of the computational overhead by DICOT and that by EC is more significant. Further studies by integrating our approach to actual combinatorial testing tools could be helpful to reduce this threat.
V. Related Work
There have been a number of techniques and tools that generate t-way test suites, including greedy algorithms [14] , [16] , [31] , heuristic search [19] , [26] , [39] , and SAT-based approaches [24] , [41] . These techniques, however, only ensure 100 % t-way coverage for given t, and do not try to improve t (> t)-way coverage.
Chen and Zhang [9] , as far as we know, are the first to focus on the t (> t)-way coverage of t-way testing. In order to achieve higher t (> t)-way coverage, they adopt the intuitive approach that enumerates the number of parametervalue (t + 1)-tuples covered by an alternative test case. They showed that using several unconstrained small SUT models whose number of parameters is up to 20, the improvement rate of 3-way coverage by their method is from 2% to 4% over the original pairwise test suites. For the same objective, we adopted increasing the distance between a new test case and the previous test cases. We showed that, using constrained/unconstrained large SUT models whose number of parameters is up to around 200, our approach can improve 3-way coverage by approx. 5% and 4-way coverage by approx. 11% over traditional pairwise test suites, with lower computational overhead.
Our work is inspired by Adaptive Random Testing (ART) [11] , [10] which takes the notion of distance into account in random testing; e. g., FSCS-ART [11] randomly generates a certain number of test case candidates, and picks one that has the maximum distance from already generated test cases. ART is to improve random testing on failure detection effectiveness [10] , but do not guarantee t-way coverage.
Henard et al. [23] pointed out that t-way test generation with higher interaction strength (t > 2) is not scalable for large SUT models with constraints even when parameters have only two values (their targets, Software Product Lines (SPLs), can be seen as SUT models whose parameters have only Boolean values). This is because t-way testing has to enumerate all possible t-way combinations, whose number is exponential in t. To overcome the problem, they proposed random-based and search-based algorithms to generate test cases, employing the concept of DT: their algorithms consider the distance between configurations and do not compute t-way combinations. They used the distance metric based on the total Jaccard distance among SPL configurations.
Bryce et al. [8] proposed adaptive distance-based testing, which constructs test cases as follows: to generate one test case, it assigns to every parameter (in an arbitrary order) a value that makes the generated test case as distant as possible from previous test cases. They used either the number of new parameter-value t-tuples or the Hamming distance as a distance metric, while we consider both in an integrated way in our approach.
Huang et al. [25] integrated the notion of t-way coverage into ART, and used the number of newly covered parametervalue t-tuples as a distance metric. Their method randomly generates test case candidates, and chooses a test case with the maximum distance, i. e., the maximum number of newly covered parameter-value t-tuples.
The approaches by Bryce et al. [8] and Huang et al. [25] both interpret the number of new parameter-value t-tuples as the test case distance to generate t-way test suites, and do not care about t (> t)-way coverage. On the other hand, we integrate increasing the distance and increasing the new parameter-value t-tuples so as to improve t (> t)-way coverage.
We previously proposed a t-way test generation [12] to construct test suites where higher priority test cases and parameter-values appear early and frequently for SUT models whose parameter-values are prioritized. The previous method considers increasing both the coverage called weight coverage and the metric called KL divergence. Its concept of integration is similar but the purpose, target SUT models, and the metrics are different from this newly proposed method.
VI. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a distance-integrated CT construction approach, called DICOT, where we increase not only the number of new combinations of parameter-values but also the distance between test cases. The contribution of this paper is that we propose the first CT generation approach that takes into account both the CT criterion, i. e., the number of new parameter-value t-tuples, and the test case distance, e. g., Hamming distance or a modified chi-square distance, in a hierarchical integration.
We applied our approach to a traditional greedy algorithm for CT generation and investigated the effectiveness and the efficiency of our approach using a number of practical SUT models with constraints. The experimental results show that our distance-integrated test case generation achieves higher t (> t)-way coverage, and hence, can be effective in detecting failures that are triggered by the interaction of more than t parameters. Moreover, the required computational overhead is smaller than the intuitive approach of Chen and Zhang [9] .
Future work includes investigating other distance metrics to determine test case dissimilarity for CT. In this paper, we use two metrics, Hamming distance and a modified chisquare distance, but there are other dissimilarity metrics for binary data [13] or categorical data [6] . Those metrics could be adopted in our approach in order to define the distance of test cases for a discrete and finite CT domain.
Another future work is to investigate the correlation between t -way coverage and fault detection effectiveness. On the one hand, the effectiveness of t-way testing has been shown by a number of empirical studies [4] , [17] , [20] , [27] , [30] , [42] . On the other hand, coverage-based software testing could raise an open question whether the coverage is actually useful for real fault detection [21] . Evaluating the improvement of fault detection effectiveness by DICOT is further work.
